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Ab tract - Approach laken fol' the gridi(ication of the
developed MOllte Carlo code for 'alculation a/path integrals
is described. Brief introduction to parlt integrals WId Grids is
gillen, alld detail 011 the implemelltation of SPEEDUP in the
Gn'd ellvironm nt are de 'crib d The numerical result
obtained by the rridified version of th application are
shortly presented, demonstrating its usefulness in the
research in physics and related ar as.
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Feynman functional formalism is known to be the most
c ncise and tlexible formulation of quantulll theories [1,2]. It
nabled us to ea ily extcnd quantization procedure to more
complicated systems, fTom multidimensional many particle
sy terns, to theory of fields, trings, etc. M, ny different areas
of physics, such as high-energy physics, condensed matter,
stmi tical and quantum physics, but also ch mistry, material
science. mathematics and even modem finance are treated in
the same manner, using the same mathematical tool. This
initiated an exchange of key ideas between di er e re earch
area. Its general mathern, tical framework gi es simple and
natura! setup for using and applying symmetries, deriving
various approximati n techniques and 110n-p rturbative
results and making conn ctions b tween different th~ories .
Although the number of exactl sol able models was not
enlarged by the introduction of functional formalism, tbe
analytic I and numerical approaches to path integral gave u
possibility to trcat large number of sy terns that w re not
previously accessible. Path integral is the main mathematical
object in the functional formali, m and it repr sents an infinite
limit of multiple integral . Most oft n use of appr 3ch fop
calculation of path integrals is M nte Carlo (MC) mcthod [3],
which is defined in quite eneral terms a any alg rithm that
uses random numbers for solving num rical problems.
Advance g ined by using MC simulati ns for calculating
multiple integrals is that the tandard deviation of results
vanishes as 1I..{ii;;; regardless on integral dim nsionality.
J

NMC here represents the number of Monte Carlo samples and
it is lear that by increasing this number we can improve the
precision oflh results as desired.
As we already said, path integral is defined a.

__ <0

limit of an N-fold integral. Since we can numerically
calculate only finite number of integrals, her in contrast to
calculating ordinary N-fold integral an additional source of
error is present. Naive N-discr ,tized value of the path integral
differs from its continuum limit by a term of the order UN. A
recent series of paper' [4, 5, 6 and 7] has focused on the
d namical implications of stochastic self-similarity by
studying the relation between path integral discretizations of
different coarsenes. This has resulted in a systematic
analytical construction of a hierarchy of N-fold discretized
effective ctions S, (pi lab led by an integer number p and
built up from the naively discretized action in the mid-point
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ordering prescription ( orre. ponding to p=/ . The le\
effective actions lead to dlscretized transition amplit
expressed through path integrals and expectati n . . a
differing from the continuum limit by a tcrm of th
UN' The Me code implementing this approach can be Ci
at LSI.

2.

INTRODUCTJO

TO GRIDS

he abovc described effective action approach c nf
to the common experience that any analytical knovvled".
the considered system can be tran lated i.nto vast, peedup
tbe convergence of numerical approaches used to tackle 11
c mplex systems. However, path integrals require su .Ia
computing resource, even in such dramatically impro
algorithms. In MC approach lliis means that ve still n
use large numbers of Me samples NMC This is u 'uall)- 
possible 011 a single parallel cluster in one research insti
or is very inefficient to wait unn enough resources
available in one home institute. Therefore, the use
computing resources distributed across differ nt institutl
collaborating on jomt RRD projects is the most efficient
of obtainin a considerable computing resources on demand
fact. this way each institution involved can obtain \\ 
needed c mputing re 'ource much greater than it po 
while other instituti ns can use its reSOUJ'c s when I 
Resource sharing can b organized on reciprocit princi
on a commercial basis, or on some other sui
arrangement.
While the tnternet provid s a framework service
sharing the information, a framework for sharing a aila
computing and data resoW'ces is known as Grid. It consist
a number of clu ters Lh t provide, computing power
storage resources. and that are connected and enabled
interoperate through a series of Grid erviccs. Here we
Sh0l11y describe Grid established b the "GEE-Ll [9]
-E- RLD-2 [10] projects, as well as by the AEG
(Academic and Educational Grid Initiative of Serbia [11
The services and resourc
off< red to interested u
represent an ideal framework in which M . simulations c
be eXt:cuted. taking advantage of any idle resources
ilnproving statistics of path integral calculations. Basic G
operations offered to a user are job submission managemen
file transfer, database access, database management a
monitoring and indexing system information. To allow th
operations, core services Grid-nodes c lIect informat! ~
published by the local information sy tems on each elust
Grid user does not need to know where his/h r job
executed, or where the data is stored. The user does not ne
to be familiar with th architecture and organization of Go
ervices. He or she ju't needs to log on to a node it
installed user interface (UI) software, describe j
I' quirements in a simple file and accompany it wiLh
necessary programs and input files, and submit it. Later, til
user can monitor the job and retrieve output files when lIlJ

job is done. When job is submitted, unique job ill is
gcnerated which must be saved by the user in order to
retrieve output or monitor ·ob status at any time. Grid
servIce allow UI to find available clusters that fulfill job
requirements specified by user, and distribute it to one of
those clusters. They monitor status of a job, and collect
output files after the job is done, so the user could retri ve it
later. If large amounts or data are used or produced by a
program. data can be placed on a storage element. That way
we can avoid unnccessary transfers of data and reduce
possibility of problems that can ccur due to "0 erloaded"
network connections of Grid n des.
In order to ensure secure operations on the Grid, it was
necessary to introduce authentication and authorization
mechanisms. Authentication of users and services is done
through digital certificates base on Public Key Infrastructure
(PKl . The certificates are issued through a network and
national and regional certification authorities. The
authorization for the use of resources and other operations is
done through Virtual Organizations (VO).One needs to
become a member of some VO which represents group of
people working together on the same activity/project. One
can be a member of more than one VO. What can one do on a
Grid is determined by his/her VO privileges meaning that one
can access just the resources on clusters supporting his/her
VO, and with the fair-shore of those resources specified by
the local policies. Here the user does not need to adjust
his/her behavior according to those policies, but rath r the
policies will be automatically implemented and imposed by
Grid ervlces.
At tb time of submission of a job and during its
~xecution, one needs to have valid credentials, mini
'eJ'lijicate (proxy) which has no password, propagates
through Grid and has a significantly limited life time,
pecified at creation time. If job is not finished by the proxy
expiration time, it would be abort d, unles the proxy is
renewed. This should be kept in mind when running long
jobs.

J.

GRID APPROACH TO Me SIMULAnONS

Running one or small number of long running jobs on
rid would n t be its optimal use. There is a large number of
processors available and if we want to get our results faster it
IS necessary to divide all computational tasks to a large
number of shorter programs which can be executed at the
same time. This can always be done for MC simulations, but
for some types f problems it may not be possible. There are
three ways in which we can perfonn this division of tasks:
arallelization, gridification, r combination of both.
Parallel program on a usual PC-cluster c9nsists ~
cooperative processes, each with its own memory, wllich can
exchange data. ommunication and distribution of tasks to
different processors is implemented in a program code by
using libraries of functions and macros provided by
implementation of e.g. Message Passing Interface (MPI).
Parallelizati D f Me simulations is trivial. Each node is
proce ing same number of MC samples independently, and
after proces. ing is done master node collects the raw data,
perfomls final calculations and saves the results in a fde. For
running parallel program on Grid sit it must have SUPp0l1
r r MPI, which is not standard configuration..

GridificatioD of program assumes
eparalion Qf
calculation tasks into a number of -horter independent
pr grams. In MC imulations this divi ion i perfomled
9
naturally. Instead of pr ce ing, for example, 10 • amples on
a single node, ta k can be divided to 1000 nod
each
processing just 106 samples. Each process is sa 'ing raw data
and when all data is collected. final processing can be done
via cript or some other result proc sing program. This is
usually performed on d 'ktop computer or u 'er interface.
This approach is based on independence of individual
programs. If th re is a malfunction on one node, ",e loose
only a small amount of data, whil in parallel approach this
leads to breaking of the whole program and loss of all data.
In addition, we can submit a many jobs as needed for
statistics requested, tbus replacing failed jobs with the new
on s ami ssly. Separate pro 'ram can run D several sites,
at different times. which enables us to divide the task into
thousands of small r programs, while parallel approacb
demands that all the nodes are available on one site at the
same time.
Before submitting a job to the Grid it must be specified in
a file written in the Job Description Language (J L file).
This fik contains specifications on the type of job,
executable file and its arguments, location of input files
required by tb job (input sandbox), names of output files
that user wants to retrie e (output, andbox), many optional
requirements for site properties like number of working
nodes, MPI support, physical closeness to some Storage
Element, specific site name. maximal allowed expected site
response time for this job, etc. Executable file can be a
compiled program or a script tbat contains sequence of
commands that needs to be executed on a worker node
).
That way code can be compiled on the worker node itself, at
the execution time us r can manipulate data directly from
WN, pack or unpack files, transfer files from and to storage
elements and execute any command according to his/her VO
privileges.
There are few different middleware systems for managing
jobs on grid such as gLite, L G, Globus, UNlCORE, etc.
The Grids established by AEGIS, G E-ll and SEE·GRID-2
are based on L G [12] and gLite [13], but concept on the
user side is basically the same. User submits job from
command line of user interface and gets unique job ID.
andbox and JDL files are sent to a series of Grid services
which then search for available resources that meet job
requirements. The job is then being dispatched to one of
those sites and scheduled in the local site's queue. After job is
done, files defined to be in the output sandbox are sent back
to grid services (the actual component used is the Workload
Management, WMS) which are waiting for the user to
retrieve the output. This is also done from the command line
of the user interface. User can also monitor status of
submitted job at any time after submission.
For submission, monitoring and retrieving the output of
large number of MC simu'lations for calculation of path
integrals we developed a number of scripts. Scripts for job
submission use the concept of a template JDL fLle (TJDL) for
creating a large number of JDL files which differs only in
few program arguments. Jobs are then being submitted one
by one, and all job IDs are stored in a file, Scripts for
monitoring of job statuses and retrieving data or canceling
the jobs are using this file. The scripts can be downloaded
from [8J.
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This concept can also b used for other applications, and
scripts need to be adapted for their use for particu'lar
probl IDS. Submission of hundreds of jobs can take several
hour if they are submitted one by one. ew component of
grid services - WMProxy in gLite - is developed recently to
handle a large number of job submissions efficiently. New
typ
f job - parametric job - is introduced. It represents a
set of very similar jobs, differing only in the values of
parameters, defined by some of JDL attributes. With this type
of jobs, user just needs to send one JDL file with the
paramet r changing range specified. This new type of job
tben creates final JDL files and submits them to Grid on
behalf of the us r. Another advantage offered is that jobs can
hare input sandboxes, so when many single jobs are using
the same input file" those can be transferred only once from
ill. Disadvantage of this type of job is that, for now, there is
only one paramet r that can be hanged.

4.

10

PRELlMlNARY RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE

We are using path integrals for the calculation of quantum
mechanics probability amplitudes. Here we will present some
numerical results obtained lIsing the gridified version of the
SPEEDUP ode [8J using the scripts described in the
previous section. The evolution of a physical system during
the time T can be expressed as a path integral of the quantity
e's, where S is the action of the system. The integration is
made over all possible trajectori~s of the system (thus making
the infinite number of ordinary integrals necessary), and the
action redu es to the energy of the system in the Euclidean
tim approach.
Definition of path integrals makes it necessary to make
transition from continuum to the discretized theory. Time of
the evolution is divided in N equal time steps, and instead of
using continuum value of the action S for each trajectory, e
are using its discretized value SN' Actions S;v are not uniquely
defined, and the value of the discretized path integral can
approach continuum limit in different ways. Although the
continuum limit of different discretizations will remain the
ame, the convergence properties can differ.
We recently developed a series of effective actions SNIP)
that speeds up the convergence [4, 5} They have been
applied here for calculation of quantum mechanics transition
amplitudes, energy levels [6] and expectation values [7], and
statistical partition functions. It is analytically shown in those
p pers that transition amplitudes approach their continuum
values as lIN'. Expressions for S,/P) are derived for p up to
10, but the develop d procedure enables us to [lOd these
actions for arbitrary value of p. This allows us to use smaller
values of N for evaluation of path integrals and we gain
speedup of several orders of magnitude. But there is a price
to be paid. Numerical complexities of expressions for
effective actions have exponential growth with p, and
implementation of this analytical speedup will increase the
required computational time. This growth is shown in Figure
I for p up to 9. We can see that for p=9 the simulation is
about 10 times slower, which in fact is small price to pay for
gain in preci. ion of nine orders of magnitude.
In statistical mechanics path integrals can be applied for
calculating values of partition function and thermal free
energy. MC simulations for calculations of the free energy
numerically confinncd that the use of effecti ve actions leads
to the same speed up in convergence [6}. This is illustrated in
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Figure 2 where dependence of discretized free
(calculated using the corresponding discretiz
actions) on the number of discretization point •
levels p from I to 5. We see that for p=5 di:)L ..... --''-=
differ from their continuum limit by a term w
than the stochastic error introduced by M me'
to furtber gain something from the speedup
higher p levels we need to reduce st b
increasing number of M samples. This i \
use distributed computing resources th, t all
statistics to be obtained in a short time perio .
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Fig. 1: Relative i/lcrease in computation tim.
about from the increased complexity oj'expr ,
p levels effective action
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different levels 0/p. The plot is for the anharmoni
with quartic COl/piing g=l, inverse temperature
N\1c=107 Me samples. The same kind o/behavior,.
other parallleters, as well as/or a/her pO/Cllh
Free energy of the physical system can be '
terms of its energ Ileveis
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where ~ is inverse temperature. As we can see,
energy is completely determined by system's energ.
and vice-versa. By calculating free energy on a
temperatures, it is possible to extract several lowe l
levels. Calculations are conducted for several d. 
models. In case of models that are exactly solvabl
results agree with exact values, but our approach prl!
means for calculation of spectra for mOdels that can
solved analytically, and are not in the perturbatiw r ="

Le. which can not be treated by the usual methods. As an
illustration we give energy I els of anharmonic oscillator
with the potential of the fonn:
/. ,I
1 2 g 4
V(qj
= -q +-q
2
4!

(2)

Several values of coupling constant g are considered, and
results are given in Table 1. Note that the case g=O is exactly
solvable, while g= I 000 lies deep in non-perturbative domain.
Table I: Low lying energy levels of the anharmonic oscillator
with quartic coupling g, calculated lIsing N=256, p=9, and

NMC=/07

g Eo
0
0.1
1

10
100
1000

5.

0.4 993(2)
0.50301(2)
0.52765(2)
0.67335(2)
1.16247(4)
2.3578(2)

E,

E;

EJ

1.502(2)
1.516(1)
1.6295(8)
2.230(1)
4.058(6)

2.48(6)
2.54(5)
2.85(2)
4.12(2)

3.6(5)
3.5(2)
3.98(7)

CONCLUSIO S

We presented the Grid approach that can be applied for
large scale computations if some generic Monte Carlo
simulations are used. On the important SPEEDUP application
we demonstrated how an MC application can be gridified and
e ficiently deployed in production Grid environments, such
a e-Infrastructure offered by the EGEE-ll of S E-GRID-2
projects, or the national AEGIS infrastructure. The usefulness
of this approach is demonstrated through sol ing numerically
complex problem of energy spectra calculation of different
quantum mechanical systems.
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CaApIKaj - OnucaH je npucmyn zpuouifJuKG/.fuju
pa36ujeHoz MO/llne KapJlo GJ1Z0pUmlW 3a pa"yHalbe
ifJYHKl1UOHaJlHUX UHmeZpaJla, )Jam je KfJamaK Y600 y
ifJYHK1luoHaJlHe uHmezpafle u OCH06HU KOHl1enm Tpuo-a, u
onUCGfIU
cy oemwbu
uMnJleJHeHlnal1uje
"SPEEDUP"
anJIuKal1uje y Tpuo
oKpY:JICefbe.
flpeOCmaflJbeHlI
cy
HyMepulfKu pe3YJlmamu 006ujellu nOMony zpuouifJuKo6aHe
6ep3uje GlVluKGl1llje KOjU llJlycmpyjy fbllX06Y KOpUCHocm 3a
UCmpaJiCU6Gfba y rjJU3Ul1U U CpOOHUM 06J1Gcmwta.
fPH.LI: nPHCTYII MOHTE KAPJIO PAl.fYHAIbY
$YHKUHOHAJIHHXHHTEfPAJIA
.LI:aHHl\a CTOjHJbKOBHli, AHTyH E31la)/(,
AneKCaH).(ap EorojeBl1n, AJleKcaH,nap EeJll1li
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